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Consulting without friction.
With Free Agent Source, you have BOTH a direct relationship with consultants and the full resources of a consulting
firm. You skip traditional layers of hierarchy and unnecessary gatekeepers, but retain the protections of a corp to corp
contract and accountability. It's the best of both worlds.

Engage Consultants Directly

Long-term Consultant Relationships

Go right to the source for expertise—the consultant, who
can solve your problem, provide straight answers, and get
your project delivered. Relax with full transparency on rates
and the knowledge that all consultants have access to
traditional corporate benefits and resources.

We operate our organization as a community, not a
hierarchy. Different model, different result: clients use
that approach to build long-term relationships and a
robust network of talent, even though consultants are
employees of our firm.

Get your people.
Get sh(it) done. ™
Learn more about the firm that joins the flexibility of an open
marketplace of professionals with the accountability of a full
service consulting firm. Visit freeagentsource.com
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“We spent 8 months and $500K with a
traditional consulting firm, and I think
all we got in the end was a PowerPoint
presentation. It was the most expensive
PowerPoint we ever had.”

Anonymous CEO

Traditional Consulting Firms

Gig Marketplaces

Staffing Agencies

Offload management reputational risk,
and they make good golfing partners.
But they're notorious for inserting
friction: proprietary processes,
gatekeepers and extras, and burdening
projects with extended fact-finding,
data-gathering, and presentations.

Are OK for short-term relationships and
highly defined tasks. But they involve
heavy management and screening
hurdles. Freelancers typically don't have
the resources of a consulting firm or the
longevity that comes from corporate
benefits and a long-term relationship.

Can augment your less senior roles.
But cost is a repeated kick in the
pants. You pay the recruiting fee
continuously for the life of the
position, and penalties if you want to
hire an exceptional staffer full-time.
Neither is true with Free Agent Source.

With Free Agent Source You Can . . .
Build a permanent, open-source network of professionals.
Only people who deliver value. No gatekeepers, hidden
partners, or movie extras.
Keep the knowledge you invest.
Maintain direct contact with consultants you want to work
with again. Always have a team for your next project.
Drive your priorities.
Access the full range of consulting solutions for corporate clients
without proprietary processes that interfere or slow you down.
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